two exhibitions

9 July - 1 August 2021

Australian Colour

an exhibition of paintings by Ann van der Zwaag
Colour, colour and more colour.
The notion driving the development
of Ann’s recent paintings is all about
noticing, enjoying, and responding to
the energy that happens when landscape
colours work together. It’s not so much
about the combination of blue sky and
red earth, but rather how this red affects
that blue, and how that blue affects the
way we see the nearby red.
Ann enjoys the multi-layering of acrylic
paints. She welcomes the challenge of
frequently revising the paintings until
she achieves the desired outcome, and
of mixing and experimenting with many
imagined colours.
Also, important
but secondary to the colour, are
considerations of texture, perspective,
light and composition.

Oil or water colour would also
have achieved a satisfying result,
but the relative opacity and fastdrying qualities of acrylics have
given Ann the freedom to change
paintings quickly and completely,
often several times in one session.
Some artists mix secret ingredients
in with their paints. Sweat and
tears are the most common media, but
Ann prefers heavy-duty elbow grease as
she works and reworks her images.
These expressionist paintings are not
intended to have a narrative or didactic
purpose. Ann’s hope is that they will
delight and intrigue you, that they will
be enjoyed on someone’s wall and
reconnect us all to the many Australian
places we already know and love.

Meet the Artists - Artists from both exhibitions will be in Gallery M at 1 - 3pm, Saturday 17 July. Free entry, all welcome.

Bundle

artwork in various media relating to the title ‘Bundle’
by the Plaits Group
The definition of the term ‘plait’ is the
joining together of several twisting and
intertwining parts. This seemed the ideal
name for the group of artists who began to
meet regularly to balance out the isolation
of working alone in their studios. This
regular time, usually one morning each
month, proves invaluable; a time to share,
brainstorm solutions to works in progress,
impart skills and critique others’ work.
The friendships that have grown with that
process are a bonus.
The Plaits group - Helen Dorsman, Kathryn
Hill, Jann Makepeace, Sandra Tredwell
and Liz Yates - has now been exhibiting
together for some years, sharing an
interest in contemporary approaches to
art practice, and using various methods
and materials in their explorations. Out of
these meetings grew the desire to exhibit
regularly as a group, alongside other
individual exhibiting commitments.
artworks by (from top) Kathryn Hill & Sandra Treadwell

Plaits members enjoy setting themselves
the challenge of working to a succinct
and stimulating single-word theme;
past exhibitions have been titled thicket,
containment, raft and chair.
This latest exhibition explores the curious
word bundle. Four of the members of
Plaits (Jann Makepeace, Liz Yates, Sandra
Tredwell and Kathryn Hill) offer their
interpretations of this intriguing theme,
using different media including painting,
sculpture, textiles, ceramics, embroidery,
and weaving. The group has also worked
together on larger bundles which feature
as an installation in the gallery.

‘Bundle’
Exhibition Preview
12 - 4pm Friday 9 July

Exhibition Launch

12 - 4pm Saturday 10 July
The artists will be attending the launch
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Sunday 4 July

hand decorated mosaic vases
by
Cathy Bonicolli
starting from $140 each

CLOSE OF CURRENT EXHIBITIONS

9 July - 1 August
TWO EXHIBITIONS
XX
‘Bundle’
an exhibition of artworks in various
media relating to the title Bundle
by the Plaits Group
XX
‘Australian Colour’
acrylic expressionist paintings by
Ann van der Zwaag
MEET THE ARTISTS
1 -3pm, Saturday 17 July
Your chance to talk to artists from
both exhibitions in a relaxed and
informal atmosphere. ’

(right)

up-cycled leather & fabric earrings
handmade by
Anita Tang
$30 ea

Colour-full
(left)

hand painted kiln fired glass dishes
by
Julie Pritchard
starting from $35 each

6 - 29 August
WHOLE GALLERY EXHIBITION
XX
‘Gallery M Open Contemporary Art Prize’
artworks in various media by selected
South Australian contemporary Artists
This art prize exhibition is an initiative of
Gallery M & Jarrah J Holmes, Century 21
Bayside Brighton

3 - 23 September
WHOLE GALLERY EXHIBITION
XX
‘Please Repeat’
artworks in various media by members
of the Red House Group Inc

(right)

hand painted ‘Mandala’ works by
Vicki Bartel
paper weight $45 ea
tea candle holders starting from $45 ea

(left)

handmade mosaic ‘Stelitzia’
by
Sue Read
$85

1 - 24 October
THREE EXHIBITIONS
XX
glasswork by JeWeL Glass Designs
Leanne Mitton, Wendy Robertson
& Jacqui Weber
XX
fine art photography by
Leonid Olijnyk
XX
figurative oil paintings by
Areti Devetzidis

(right)

‘Flavours of Mexico’ cards
featuring images of
original artworks by
Marty Cielens
single $4.50 each
boxed set of eight $25 each

Gallery M welcomes
exhibition proposals for 2022.
Download a proposal form from
www.gallerym.com.au

facebook.com/
gallerym287
Instagram/
gallerym_287

Gallery M is proudly operated by the Red House Group Inc.on behalf of the City of Marion

A City of Marion Cultural Development Project

Temporary Gallery M Hours: Monday to Friday: 10am - 4pm; Saturday 12 - 4pm; Sunday: 1 - 4pm. Closed Public Holidays

